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In primary and secondary Raynaud’s phenomenon, measurement of activity or severity, or both, of the digital vascular disease is a major challenge. We need to identify objective measures of digital vascular disease that are helpful in predicting those patients with Raynaud’s who have underlying connective tissue disease, and to measure reliably digital vascular disease progression, and responses to treatment.

None of the various physiological measurement techniques used in the assessment of patients with primary or secondary Raynaud’s are ideal. In this review we outline these techniques, highlighting their applications and limitations. The discussion concentrates on the physiological assessment of patients with primary Raynaud’s phenomenon (PRP) and systemic sclerosis (SSc), but is also applicable to other connective tissue diseases. We have not included biochemical markers of vascular injury or measurement of tissue oxygen levels.

The nature of the problem
In PRP, episodic ischaemia in response to cold exposure or to emotional stimuli is entirely reversible: absence of tissue damage is a defining feature.1 In contrast, SSc may be associated with irreversible tissue damage with ulceration, scarring and sometimes gangrene, and structural change occurs in the vasculature.2 3 Indeed, SSc is probably primarily a disease of the vasculature, although it is not clear how this interrelates with collagen and other connective tissue matrix metabolism.4 5

Assessment of digital vascular disease needs to take into account:
(a) Digital vasospasm. This is best assessed by dynamic testing with standard stimuli, such as a standard cold stress.
(b) Structural vascular disease. This may affect basal blood flow in addition to vascular responses to standard stimuli.

In the patient presenting with Raynaud’s phenomenon, we must assess both the microvasculature and the digital arteries. Different physiological measurement techniques may be used in combination, especially if investigators wish to examine both digital artery and microvascular flow.6

Nailfold microscopy
On widefield capillaroscopy, characteristic nailfold capillary abnormalities are found in several of the connective tissue diseases, such as capillary dilatation and loop drop out in patients with SSc (fig 1).7 8 Digitised video capillaroscopy has the advantage of allowing measurement of dimensions of individual capillaries (fig 2).9 10

Nailfold capillaroscopy is an aid to diagnosis: a patient with Raynaud’s phenomenon with abnormal capillaries is likely to have or develop underlying connective tissue disease. Abnormalities on nailfold microscopy in patients with SSc have now been described in several cross sectional studies, and while many of these have been qualitative, some do include quantitative or semi-quantitative assessment.11 12 Quantifying nailfold capillary abnormalities is attractive, as it may allow measurement of microvascular disease progression over time.
Quantitative assessment of the nailfold capillary bed is difficult as dimensions vary between capillaries, especially in connective tissue disease, and capillaries can be irregular in shape and criss-cross. We need to develop sensitive and reproducible methods, most probably using image analysis systems, to quantify the capillary abnormalities and test these in longitudinal studies.

Recently we and others reported that patients with PRP have minor changes on capillaroscopy compared with control subjects, suggesting that patients with PRP may have structural microvascular changes, albeit to a lesser degree than those with SSc. This challenges the widely held view that patients with PRP experience vasospasm in the absence of structural vascular change, and shows how nailfold microscopy may throw new light into the pathogenesis of Raynaud’s phenomenon.

Two related techniques require special mention. Firstly, fluorescence videomicroscopy can be used to measure capillary permeability, which is increased in SSc. This technique could be used to evaluate drug induced changes in capillary permeability. Secondly, when nailfold capillaries are examined under a microscope connected to a video analysis system, individual red blood cells can be seen and their velocities measured. When the nailbed is cooled, red blood cell velocity will reduce, and the “flow stop” time may differentiate between patients with PRP, SSc, and healthy controls. Capillary red blood cell velocities, before and after a cold challenge, have been used to monitor responses to vasoactive therapy and normalisation may predict clinical responses to vasodilator therapy.

CONCLUSIONS
Nailfold capillaroscopy has enormous potential in the assessment of digital vascular disease. Widefield microscopy is inexpensive, easy to use, and useful prognostically in patients presenting with Raynaud’s phenomenon. Direct visualisation of capillaries of different patient subgroups may raise fundamental questions regarding pathogenesis. Video capillaroscopy may allow quantitation of microvascular disease progression over time and therefore be an important research tool.

While current techniques of quantifying capillary abnormalities are not ideal, in that they are time-consuming or incorporate a degree of subjectivity, or both, this is an area being actively researched. Techniques used to monitor change within a person may include dynamic testing, monitoring changes in red blood cell velocity.

Laser Doppler blood flow monitoring
Laser Doppler flowmetry is well established in the measurement of cutaneous microcirculatory flow. The depth of penetration of skin by the laser beam varies depending on the exact equipment used. It is usually about 1 mm, including all elements of the dermis, from superficial nutritional capillaries to deeper thermoregulatory vessels. The technique depends on the Doppler broadening of laser light scattered by moving particles. The broadened signal, when detected and analysed, gives information about moving particle density and flux (the product of density and velocity). From this an average velocity can also be obtained: flux divided by density. Flux is the parameter used to express blood flow. The different scattering and absorption properties of different wavelengths of light allows different depths of tissue to be monitored. For example, nutritional blood flow can be separated from thermoregulatory flow using the more highly absorbing properties of green light in perfused tissue.

Laser Doppler monitoring is non-invasive and single channel equipment relatively inexpensive. However, an important problem is the large site to site signal variation. Even a minute change in position or orientation of the probe can cause significant changes in estimation of blood flow. This means that two signals from different sites (or signals from what is believed to be the same site at different points in time) cannot be directly compared, so minimising the usefulness of the technique for monitoring change within a person over time.
To some extent this difficulty can be overcome by incorporating dynamic testing into the microcirculatory assessment. This means that the probe remains in a fixed position, a standard stimulus is applied, and the change in blood flow is measured. Different methods of dynamic testing include:

(a) Local warming or cooling of the fingers, dorsum of hand or foot, using a variety of techniques and protocols.26–29

(b) Whole body warming or cooling.30 31 This permits examination of central thermoregulatory responses.

(c) Post-occlusive reactive hyperaemia.32–34 Many studies have been cross sectional, comparing patient groups and controls; others have assessed treatment responses, looking for improved blood flow after vasodilator and other therapies. Results need to be interpreted with caution, because the ability to detect differences in blood flow responses between groups will depend not only upon the subjects and the sensitivity and reproducibility of the laser Doppler equipment but also upon the stimulus applied, and the area of skin being studied. To take one example, Toms and Cooke found that heating the sclerodematous hand from 24°C to 40°C caused an increase in laser Doppler flux measured at the finger pulp. This did not occur in the control subjects, who were probably maximally vasodilated at 24°C.35 However, Geirsson et al reported that patients with SSc responded in the same way as controls to “local heating”.36 The stimulus applied in this study (heating a small area of skin) was very different from the warm water immersion of Toms and Cooke, and different skin sites were examined. Therefore it is very difficult to compare such studies. This difficulty in comparing studies is worth emphasising, and applies to some extent to all methods of digital vascular assessment. Also, comparisons of “baseline” laser Doppler flux in patients with SSc and controls are very dependent upon the area of skin tested: at ambient temperatures flux tends to be increased in the skin of the dorsum of the hand in patients with SSc compared with controls,28 37 but reduced in the fingers.38

The difficulties in interpreting many studies are compounded by small patient numbers and sometimes poorly defined patient groups. Bar telink et al reported changes in laser Doppler flux in response to a finger cooling test in a large study of PRP, secondary Raynaud’s, and healthy controls. Patients with primary and secondary Raynaud’s had reduced flux, but there was substantial overlap between groups, and patients with primary Raynaud’s could not be distinguished from those with secondary Raynaud’s on the basis of their test.39 Skin temperatures and Doppler fluxes were consistently lower in women than men, emphasising the importance of sex matching/correction in studies of Raynaud’s. These authors assessed the reproducibility of their technique,39 and are to be congratulated as few studies have included assessments of reproducibility. Disappointingly (but perhaps predictably) reproducibility for the laser Doppler flow measurements was poor, and the authors concluded that the test has little value in the monitoring of individual cases, but might reasonably be used to look for differences between large patient groups. This suggests that studies that have used laser Doppler techniques in the evaluation of response to treatment should be interpreted with caution.40–41

Another method of “dynamic” testing using laser Doppler is to assess blood flow responses during and after iontophoresis of charged vasoactive substances through the skin.42 43 This methodology allows examination of endothelial dependent and endothelial independent responses by comparing effects of the endothelial dependent acetylcholine chloride with the endothelial independent sodium nitroprusside. In the future this technique may permit assessment of disease progression and responses to treatment. However, even with very specific dynamic stimuli the reproducibility of the technique is not ideal.42

New developments of the laser Doppler technique will probably obviate some of the problems such as site to site variability. The new technique of laser Doppler imaging, using scanning laser Doppler equipment, permits measurement of flux over an area rather than a single point, and has the added advantage of not requiring direct contact between a probe and the skin (which might itself influence blood flow). Figure 4 shows an example of the type of image generated by a laser Doppler scanner. So far experience of this scanning laser Doppler technique in patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon is very limited47–49 and further evaluation is warranted. At present, very few clinical departments have access to laser Doppler imaging equipment.

“Optical Doppler tomography”445 allows two dimensional cross sections of the microvasculature to be derived, with flow velocity in individual microvessels superimposed on these. Existing laser Doppler techniques allow only an average blood flow reading from a volume to be measured, with no indication of the contribution from the different subsets of
vessels. This technique is still in its infancy but holds promise.

Laser Doppler flowmetry may also be used to detect return of blood flow after digital artery occlusion. Many studies involving measures of digital systolic pressure therefore incorporate the laser Doppler technique.

CONCLUSIONS

Single probe laser Doppler blood flow monitoring is very sensitive to changes in perfusion but suffers from site to site variability and measurements are often poorly reproducible, even when protocols incorporate dynamic testing. The full potential of laser Doppler remains to be exploited. Newer applications of laser Doppler, including scanning laser Doppler, may prove useful. At present, laser Doppler remains primarily a research tool.

Thermography

While many studies of patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon include measurement of skin temperature at a single point, here we confine ourselves to infrared thermography, which gives a pictorial representation of surface temperature (fig 5). Measurement of skin temperature is an indirect method of blood flow assessment. It is non-invasive, but requires expensive equipment, which should be housed in a temperature and humidity controlled laboratory and so its use has been restricted to specialist centres.

Thermography protocols usually incorporate some form of dynamic testing, and most of the experience in patients with PRP and SSc has included responses to a standard cold challenge. The ability of a patient to rewarm will depend upon the degree to which vasoconstriction induced by the cold challenge can be reversed within the duration of the test. The pattern of rewarming will also be affected by underlying structural vascular disease. Clearly the precise conditions of the test, for example the duration of the rewarming period and the ambient room temperature, will influence results.

At least three studies have reported how analysis of rewarming curves differentiates between healthy controls and patients with PRP or SSc (fig 6). Parameters that are quantified include the time interval from the end of the cold challenge to the onset of rewarming, the rate of rewarming and the maximum temperature recovery, the degree of temperature variation between different areas of the hands, and an index combining the temperature gradient along the index finger during rewarming with the temperature change of the finger after cold challenge. There are concerns about the reproducibility of the rewarming curve.

Thermography has been used to quantify responses to drug treatment. Some studies incorporated dynamic responses whereas others simply used a “resting” hand temperature, or index of hand temperature, measured

![Figure 4](image-url) Laser Doppler images of (A) a healthy control at 23°C, (B) a healthy control at 30°C, (C) a patient with SSc at 23°C, and (D) a patient with SSc at 30°C. The flux map of the healthy control changes little between the two temperatures and is similar in all fingers, whereas the flux map of the SSc patient is not the same for all fingers and shows pronounced changes with temperature. All images were acquired using a Moor Instruments MoorLDI imager. The artefacts on both ring fingers of the SSc patient are because of reflections from rings on those fingers.
before and after treatment. However, because of concerns about reproducibility, reservations should apply when interpreting results.

CONCLUSIONS
Thermography measures blood flow indirectly, by measuring skin surface temperature. Most studies of primary and secondary Raynaud’s incorporate dynamic testing in response to a standard cold challenge. The patterns of rewarming differ between control, primary and secondary Raynaud’s, but the use of thermography for monitoring disease progression/response to treatment is less well established, especially as studies examining the reproducibility of the technique are lacking.

Finger systolic blood pressure measurements
The responses of digital artery systolic pressures to temperature change have long been advocated as a useful test to identify patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon. Measurement of finger systolic pressure responses is a test of the digital arteries, in contrast with nailfold microscopy and laser Doppler blood flow monitoring, which assess the microcirculation. Therefore these different methodologies may complement each other in an assessment of digital vascular disease.

A digital blood pressure cuff is placed around the proximal phalanx, the cuff inflated to suprasystolic pressure, and then the opening pressure at which the pulse reappears during deflation is recorded. The temperature of the finger can be raised or lowered by varying the temperature of water circulating in a second cuff placed around the middle phalanx. A photoelectric transducer, strain gauge plethysmography, or laser Doppler flowmetry can be used to identify the opening pressure. Gauging the “appearance” of the pulse inevitably adds a degree of subjectivity to the technique. Some investigators have combined local cooling of the finger with whole body cooling, the rationale being that whole body cooling will help to standardise the test, by eliminating some of the interindividual variation in sympathetic nervous system stimulation at the time of the test.

Patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon demonstrate a more pronounced decrease of systolic pressures in response to cooling than control subjects, in both the fingers and the toes. Allen et al developed an index for vasospasm based on the severity of the stimuli required to produce complete vasospasm, and found that this correlated with the symptomatic grading of vasospasm. Several factors contribute to increased responsiveness to a cold challenge, including excessive vasoconstriction and digital arterial obstruction.

Not all authors agree as to whether patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon can be differentiated from controls on the basis of digital

---

Figure 5 Thermographic image under standard baseline conditions of the dorsum of the hand of (A) a healthy control and (B) a patient with SSc, showing reduced temperatures of the fingers compared with the dorsum of the hand. Images were acquired using an Inframetrics 600 m thermography camera.

Figure 6 Rewarming curves (from index, middle, and ring fingers) from (A) a healthy control subject and (B) a patient with SSc, showing almost no rewarming.
systolic pressure responses. Methodological and patient population differences between studies may be relevant. In a large and detailed study including controls, “cold sensitive” subjects, patients with PRP, and patients with SSc spectrum disorders, Maricq et al have shown that digital blood pressure responses to temperature change have high sensitivity and specificity in distinguishing between patients with SSc spectrum disorders and PRP, and between patients with PRP and cold sensitive individuals.

A number of studies have used digital systolic pressure responses to assess responses to vasodilator therapy. However, when Wigley et al examined the reproducibility of digital systolic pressure responses they found that patients adapted to the cold challenge: lower temperatures were required to induce a “Raynaud’s attack” at the third than at the first examination. Results must always be interpreted in the light of the reproducibility of the technique.

CONCLUSIONS
Measuring digital systolic pressure responses under standard conditions may help to differentiate between patients with PRP and SSc and control subjects. Therefore ideally a protocol such as that used by Maricq et al should be incorporated into studies of patients with primary and secondary Raynaud’s phenomenon. Restoration of flow after occlusion can be measured using a variety of techniques. While the equipment required may be relatively inexpensive, great care is required if the method is to be clinically useful, and the reproducibility of the method should be established. Further studies are required to assess whether digital systolic pressure responses are useful in monitoring responses to treatment, or quantifying disease progression over time.

Doppler ultrasound
Doppler ultrasound to detect restoration of arterial pulsation during suprasystolic cuff deflation is well established in the assessment of arteriosclerotic peripheral vascular disease. Another of its uses is its ability to detect digital pulses, and therefore digital arterial patency. A scoring system for the hand, based on the number of digital pulses present, has been used in the assessment of vasodilator treatment or other therapeutic intervention, with an increase in the number of identifiable pulses reflecting improvement in the digital circulation. However, this technique does entail some subjectivity on the part of the observer identifying when a pulse appears.

High resolution ultrasound scanners allow visualisation and measurement of digital arteries. Protocols investigating patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon have entailed dynamic testing. Singh et al found that the patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon could be distinguished from controls on the basis of the degree of change in the calibre of the digital artery on cold exposure. No details were given, however, as to whether the 12 patients studied had primary or secondary Raynaud’s, and the reproducibility of the technique was assessed in only two subjects. Naidu et al also reported that the degree of reduction in digital artery diameter after a standard cold challenge could differentiate between patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon and controls, although the technique did not discriminate between PRP and secondary Raynaud’s. Digital artery diameter responses to infusion of different vasoactive agents, for example endothelial dependent and endothelial independent vasodilators, may be useful in helping to elucidate the pathophysiology of Raynaud’s.

Using Doppler ultrasound it is also possible to measure blood flow velocity, and responses to cold stress, in different arteries in the hand. This technique may differentiate between Raynaud’s and control subjects: between 35°C and 25°C the vasoconstrictive response was greater in Raynaud’s, although patient numbers were small. These techniques have been used to monitor response to drug treatment.

CONCLUSIONS
Measurement of digital artery diameter and of arterial blood velocity with high resolution ultrasound, especially in conjunction with dynamic testing, offers a promising technique of quantifying structural digital artery disease, and vasospasm. These techniques could be used to monitor vascular disease progression, but this needs to be clarified in prospective studies. Sophisticated equipment is necessary, however, and the technique remains very much a research tool.

Plethysmography
Various techniques of plethysmography have been used to assess Raynaud’s phenomenon, but none have gained universal acceptance. Most types of plethysmography rely on volume change. In digital venous occlusion strain gauge plethysmography, a blood pressure cuff is placed around the proximal phalanx of the finger and inflated above venous pressure but below arterial pressure. When the cuff is inflated, the volume of the finger will increase because venous return is blocked, and the rate of this swelling immediately after occlusion (as measured by some form of strain gauge) reflects the blood flow into the finger. In Raynaud’s phenomenon, this technique has been used to assess differences in blood flow between different subgroups, responses to temperature change," the menstrual cycle," and vasodilator treatment. Maricq et al found that although mean blood flow measured by venous occlusion plethysmography differed between patients with PRP, SSc spectrum disorders, “cold sensitive” subjects, and controls, the results were not statistically significant. The technique can be difficult in patients with finger deformities.

Plethysmography (without occlusion) can be also used to detect presence or absence of arterial blood flow. If a strain gauge is placed around the distal phalanx, then pulsatile changes in volume mean that the vessel is patent. This means that strain gauge plethysmography can be used to detect digital systolic
openings pressure. Engelhart et al suggested that this technique was less sensitive at detecting the low flow rates in patients with SSC after digital occlusion than laser Doppler flowmetry.81

The change in amplitude of the plethysmographic signal in response to temperature change, recorded from a strain gauge encircling the distal end of the finger, may be useful in the assessment of severity of Raynaud’s phenomenon.82 The percentage drop in pulsatility with temperature change is increased in Raynaud’s phenomenon, and has been used to quantify vessel constriction.83

Microcirculatory volume can be assessed using the technique of infrared plethysmography (sometimes termed photoplethysmography).84 85 An infrared light source is directed into the skin of the finger pulp and the amplitude of the tracing recorded from the photoplethysmograph corresponds to the volume of circulating erythrocytes. This technique can be used as the “distal sensor” in studies of digital systolic pressure and to quantify blood flow before and after vasodilator treatment.86

CONCLUSION
A small number of studies continue to use permutations of plethysmography to quantify blood flow in studies of patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon, usually incorporating some form of dynamic testing. However, equipment needs careful calibration and great care needs to be taken to ensure that recordings are accurate. Reproducibility data are infrequently quoted.

Final conclusion
There are several physiological measurement techniques for quantifying peripheral vascular disease in patients who have connective tissue disease or in whom connective disease is suspected. Most entail dynamic testing. Many require further validation, however, to assess their sensitivity and specificity in distinguishing between patients with and without underlying structural vascular disease and to assess their ability to quantify disease progression over time. When undertaking these further studies, investigators should ensure adequate patient numbers are included: while it is often difficult to predict these, a “best guess” estimate should be made on the basis of pilot studies.

An important point to remember when discussing different methods of assessing the digital circulation is that with any form of investigation of blood flow, factors contributing to poor reproducibility include not only the exact protocol and equipment used but also the patient’s degree of sympathetic tone at the time of the test and, in women, the stage of the menstrual cycle. Variations of blood flow with the menstrual cycle are well recognised.87 Also, blood flow varies with age and with whether the patient is male or female.88 Another factor is that a very large number of permutations of dynamic testing are possible by varying the “standard conditions” of the test (for example, room temperature, duration of acclimatisation) and by varying the severity and the duration of the dynamic challenge. Thus it is always important to check the exact details of the methodology when interpreting the existing medical literature.

Nailfold capillaroscopy and laser Doppler flow studies assess the microcirculation while digital systolic pressure responses and Doppler ultrasound assess the digital arteries: thermography and plethysmography may reflect both. Therefore different techniques complement one another: ideally centres with an interest in digital blood flow should have access to measurements of both microvascular and digital artery flow.

While nailfold microscopy and detection of peripheral pulses by Doppler ultrasound are used in many centres as part of the clinical assessment of patients with connective tissue disease, the other techniques are essentially research tools. Refining existing techniques, and developing new methods of quantifying digital vascular disease must be a priority for clinicians and scientists interested in primary and secondary Raynaud’s phenomenon. This will help us to evaluate new vasoactive agents as potential treatments for our patients.
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Unusual and memorable
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A 46 year old Indian woman presented with a 15 year history of painless, nodular swellings over the fingers and wrist of her right hand, which were making daily activities increasingly difficult. An excision biopsy three years before had revealed a calcifying aponeurotic fibroma, but the lesion had recurred. She was otherwise well with no other rheumatological or metabolic disease. Plain radiographs showed well defined, calcified lesions that appeared to erode the adjacent bone (fig 1).

Calcifying aponeurotic fibromata are rare soft tissue tumours, usually present in childhood and typically affect the fingers and palms.¹ They are slow growing and painless, and almost never undergo malignant transformation. Histologically, they are characterised by lines of plump fibroblasts, surrounding areas of dense collagenous stroma with focal calcification. Treatment should be conservative, as local recurrence after excision is seen in 50% of cases.
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